
 

 

 

3 TONS OF FUN 
 

 
 

3 Tons of Fun have emerged over the last 8 years as one of Cape Town's and South Africa's most loved all-

female groups. The larger than life trio wows their audience with a mix of showstoppers from the disco era, as 

well as well-kown and -loved pop, African and dance music. This fun-filled musical spectacular keeps 

attracting full houses to their popular cabaret show runs, which have included "Paradise Road", "An African 

Dream", and "Single Ladies". 

 

They are in great demand on the corporate and special events circuit throughout South Africa and have 

performed at functions for top companies including, amongst others, Standard Bank, Ernst & Young, BOE, 

Sanlam, Transnet, Bidvest, Pick n Pay, Rabie Properties, IBM and Ericsson.  

 

INTERNATIONAL NOTEWORTHY PERFORMANCES 
3 Tons of Fun's first international engagement was in Thailand in September 2006 to entertain Pick n Pay 

franchisees from all over the world in their annual Conference, and they returned to this country in April of 2010 

to perform as part of the SA Freedom Day celebrations. Since then they have travelled to Switzerland, 

Swaziland, Togo, Zambia, Ghana, Namibia, Botswana and Nigeria for a variety of performances 

 
NOTEWORTHY PERFORMANCES - SOUTH AFRICA 
Some performance highlights include singing the acceptance speech for John Vlismas at the 2007 SA 

Comedy Awards, and performing on SABC3’s 3Talk Conference early in 2006, and at the Woman of the Year 

function later that year. They were also privileged to have joined some of South Africa’s top performers to 

perform at the switching on of the Christmas lights in Cape Town in December 2007, and their performance at 

Evita Bezuidenhout’s 80th birthday party in 2005 remains the talk of the town! More recently they have 

performed at the Loerie Awards 2008 and the Huisgenoot/YOU Skouspel in October 2008.  

 

MEDIA 
3 Tons of Fun have enjoyed significant media coverage in the form of regular reviews and articles in local 

newspapers, magazines and on the internet. They also featured in the hillarious 2011 Marmite ad called 

"Broadside Maxwell" 

 

What the press have had to say: 

“More tons of voluptuous fun … when they are looking the three divas can have any crowd eating out of their 

hands.” …  

Peter Tromp, Cape Times 

 

“WOMEN WORTH THEIR WEIGHT IN GOLD VOICES” … 



 

 

The Herald, Port Elizabeth 

 

“THREE TONS OF TALENT AND PLENTY OF FUN … For some time Three Tons of Fun has existed in a universe of it’s 

own. There simply hasn’t been as durable and ubiquitous a stage / cabaret act as these three larger-than-life 

divas. A cultural phenomenon, the women have taken Cape Town by storm, and at the end of this show, 

when the audience showed their appreciation with roaring approval, it was as satisfying to this reviewer as it 

must have been for the perfromers. They have enough razzle-dazzle to fill at least two full-scale musicals. One 

senses a synergy between the performers and if it continues, the whole world beckons.” … 

Peter Tromp, Cape Times 

 


